
Description

Indoor commercial pendant lighting fixture with unique design and advanced LED performances. Great up/down light distribution with 45% up


and 55% down. Low power consumption with high CRI and switchable color temperatures that can be change at any moment. UL approved


and title 24 compliant. The fixtures can be connected into longer runs (up to 36 feet or 9 fixtures with 110V AC and up to 80 feet or 20 fixtures 

with277V AC) with the single power connection. All the necessary connection brackets and sockets come with each fixture. The Quattro fixtures 

havepre-installed switch to change color temperatures: 3000K, 3500K and 4000K.

Dimming

Quattro fixture utilizes two types of dimming capability features. Step dimming – is an optional, convenient feature that allows fixtures to dim 

down to 75%, 50%, and 25% with a regular or pre-installed switch. 0-10v dimming is a standard dimming that requires 0-10v capable 

dimmer/switch and additional wiring. Please note that the step dimming feature doesn’t function with the connected 0-10v dimmer/switch. 

Please contact the Centerlight for other questions and compatible dimmer/switches.

Quattro series

Sample: QUATTRO-W-3000-TS

Model:

Finish: 

Color temp:

Mouting type:

QUATTRO

-Black / -WhiteB W

/ / 3000  3500 4000

-T-support / -T-clip  / -j-box mountTS TC J

Ordering guide

+1-855-960-0606 info@centerlight.comTo order please contact our sales team: , 

Body color Performance per fixture

Dimensions:

Total lumens:

Up/down Lumens:

(L) (W) (H)48”  x 8”  x 1”

4000 Lm

1800 Up, 2200 Down

Total watts:

Input:

100 Lm/W, CRI: 90+ Efficacy, CRI:

40W

110/277 VAC

Types of Installation

Is an optional hardware bar for suspended 

ceilings installations that allows Quattro 

fixture suspension through the panels and 

between the T-grids. It is fully adjustable for 

symmetric/asymmetric fixture positioning. 

T-support (for drop ceiling)

Is an optional hardware bracket for 

suspended ceilings that allows Quattro fixture 

suspension directly on the T-grid. T-clip fits 

on a 15/16” grid, and it comes as a set of two 

brackets per fixture. 

T-clip (for drop ceiling)

Is a standard installation type for the Quattro 

fixture. Each canopy set includes all the 

necessary hardware for j-box installation. The 

maximum length of the aircraft and power 

cables is 15 feet. Ideally fits on 3.5” and 4” 

octagon/square j-box.

j-box mount

3d max (3DS) 3D REVIT FILES (RFA)

PHOTOMETRIC (IES) INISTALATION MANUAL


